Automatic Table Top Blister/Tray Sealer B6x9

Fast
Powerful
Affordable

Standard Features:

Balanced Heating Platen
Self Aligning Pressure System
Powder Coated Industrial Finish
Fully Enclosed Sealing Chamber
Low Cost Tooling

1800 Lbs. Sealing Force
All Steel Construction
Adjustable Pressure Regulator
Electronic Timing System
Industrial Quality

Stainless Steel Sealing Face
Pressure Gauge
Fully Adjustable Thermostat
Low Power Consumption
Fast Cycle Times
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Operating sequence:
1 - Load Blister, package contents and card (Face Down) into sealing fixture.
2 - Slide fixture shuttle completely into sealing chamber.
3 - Automatic heat and pressure cycle seals blister to card.
4 - Slide fixture shuttle out of the sealing chamber.
5 - Remove finished package and reload for next cycle.

Examples Of Outstanding Standard Features Include
1. Fully enclosed sealing chamber (Safe Operation).
2. Instant fixture change over (True Drop-In Tooling).

Specifications:
Sealing Area —— 6” x 9”
Maximum Card Size ——— 7 ½” x 10 ½”
Maximum Blister/Tray Depth ———— 1 ½”
Available Sealing Force —— 1800 Lbs. @ 100 PSI
Temperature Control —— Ambient To 570°F
Electrical ——— 110 VAC/6.5 A/1 PH/60 HZ
Minimum Air Requirement ——— 40 PSI
Shipping Weight ———— 108 LBS.